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THIS BOOK DOESN'T CONTAIN ANY ARABIC LETTERS! ALL ARABIC WORDS IN THIS
BOOK WERE WRITTEN IN ENGLISH-TRANSLITERATION!Have you always wanted to learn
how to speak the Yemeni Arabic dialect but simply didn't have the time?Well if so, then, look no
further. You can hold in your hands one of the most advanced and revolutionary method that was
ever designed for quickly becoming conversational in a language. In creating this time-saving
program, master linguist Yatir Nitzany spent years examining the twenty-seven most common
languages in the world and distilling from them the three hundred and fifty words that are most
likely to be used in real conversations. These three hundred and fifty words were chosen in such
a way that they were structurally interrelated and, when combined, form sentences. Through
various other discoveries about how real conversations work--discoveries that are detailed
further in this book--Nitzany created the necessary tools for linking these words together in a
specific way so that you may become rapidly and almost effortlessly conversant--now.If your
desire is to learn complicated grammatical rules or to speak perfectly proper and precise Arabic,
this book is not for you. However, if you need to actually hold a conversation while on a trip to
Yemen, to impress that certain someone, or to be able to speak with your grandfather or
grandmother as soon as possible, then the Nitzany Method is what you have been looking for.
This book is recommended for those who already have some prior knowledge of the
pronunciation of Arabic accents (such as the Arabic accents: ayin, ghayn, ha, and khaf). For
those of you who do not, this book does indeed provide some great, in-depth techniques on the
pronunciation and recognition of these accents, that you will encounter throughout the program.
These techniques have proven extremely beneficial for beginner students who were previously
unfamiliar with these accent pronunciations. But keep in mind this isn't a pronunciation book!
Yemeni Arabic encompasses three slightly different dialects, the San'ani, Ta'izzi-Adeni (also
called South Yemeni Arabic or Djibouti Arabic), and Hadhrami. The one in this book is the
San'ani dialect, which is the dialect of the capital Sanaa. Keep in mind that Yemeni Arabic is not
an official language, but rather is a colloquial dialect. The purpose of my method is solely to give
you the tools to create your own sentences in order to become conversational, while in regards
to grammar, pronunciation, etc., you are on your own!This method is designed for fluency in a
foreign language, while communicating in the first person present tense. Nitzany believes that
what's most important is actually being able to understand and be understood by another
human being right away. Therefore, unlike other courses, all words in this program are taught in
English transliteration, without having to learn the complex alphabet. More formalized training in
grammar rules, etc., can come later.This is one of the several, in a series of instructional
language guides, the Nitzany Method's revolutionary approach is the only one in the world that
uses its unique language technology to actually enable you to speak and understand native
speakers in the shortest amount of time possible. No more depending on volumes of books of
fundamental, beginner, intermediate, and advanced levels, all with hundreds of pages in order to



learn a language. With Conversational Arabic Quick and Easy, all you need are forty-five
pages.Learn Arabic today, not tomorrow, and get started now!

Not many book available on Ebook Tops to learn Yemeni Arabic happy that I found this.--
GloriaRead this once or twice and you are on your way. Also great cheat sheet to take along.
Extremely useful info.--NYCMTG--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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CONVERSATIONAL ARABICQUICK AND EASYYemeni DialectYATIR
NITZANYDedicationMoaz Safi Yousef al-KasasbehMay 29, 1988 – January 3, 2015 Copyright
© 2017Yatir NitzanyAll rights reserved.Printed in the United States of AmericaForewordAbout
MyselfFor many years I struggled to learn Spanish, and I still knew no more than about twenty
words. Consequently, I was extremely frustrated. One day I stumbled upon this method as I was
playing around with word combinations. Suddenly, I came to the realization that every language
has a certain core group of words that are most commonly used and, simply by learning them,
one could gain the ability to engage in quick and easy conversational Spanish.I discovered
which words those were, and I narrowed them down to three hundred and fifty that, once
memorized, one could connect and create one’s own sentences. The variations were and are
infinite! By using this incredibly simple technique, I could converse at a proficient level and
speak Spanish. Within a week, I astonished my Spanish-speaking friends with my newfound
ability. The next semester I registered at my university for a Spanish language course, and I
applied the same principles I had learned in that class (grammar, additional vocabulary, future
and past tense, etc.) to those three hundred and fifty words I already had memorized, and
immediately I felt as if I had grown wings and learned how to fly.At the end of the semester, we
took a class trip to San José, Costa Rica. I was like a fish in water, while the rest of my
classmates were floundering and still struggling to converse. Throughout the following months, I
again applied the same principle to other languages—French, Portuguese, Italian, and Arabic,
all of which I now speak proficiently, thanks to this very simple technique.This method is by far
the fastest way to master quick and easy conversational language skills. There is no other
technique that compares to my concept. It is effective, it worked for me, and it will work for you.
Be consistent with my program, and you too will succeed the way I and many, many others
have.ContentsIntroduction to the ProgramIntroduction to the Yemeni DialectMemorization Made
EasyArabic PronunciationNote to the ReaderThe ProgramUseful Vocabulary in Yemeni
ArabicConclusionNote from the AuthorAlso by Yatir NitzanySign up for the author's New
Releases mailing list and get a FREE copy of the latest book Conversational Language Quick
and Easy: The Most Innovative Technique to Master the World's 27 Most Common
Languages.Click here to get started.Introduction to the ProgramPeople often dream about
learning a foreign language, but usually they never do it. Some feel that they just won’t be able to
do it while others believe that they don’t have the time. Whatever your reason is, it’s time to set
that aside. With my new method, you will have enough time, and you will not fail. You will actually
learn how to speak the fundamentals of the language—fluently in as little as a few days. Of
course, you won’t speak perfect Yemeni dialect at first, but you will certainly gain significant
proficiency. For example, if you travel to Yemen, you will almost effortlessly be able engage in
basic conversational communication with the locals in the present tense and you will no longer
be intimidated by culture shock. It’s time to relax. Learning a language is a valuable skill that
connects people of multiple cultures around the world—and you now have the tools to join
them.How does my method work? I have taken twenty-seven of the most commonly used



languages in the world and distilled from them the three hundred and fifty most frequently used
words in any language. This process took three years of observation and research, and during
that time, I determined which words I felt were most important for this method of basic
conversational communication. In that time, I chose these words in such a way that they were
structurally interrelated and that, when combined, form sentences. Thus, once you succeed in
memorizing these words, you will be able to combine these words and form your own sentences.
The words are spread over twenty pages. The words will also combine easily in sentences, for
example, enabling you to ask simple questions, make basic statements, and obtain a
rudimentary understanding of others’ communications. I have also created Memorization Made
Easy techniques for this program in order to help with the memorization of the vocabulary.
Please see Reading and Pronunciation of Arabic accents in order to gain proficiency in the
reading and pronunciation of the Arabic language prior to starting this program.My book is
mainly intended for basic present tense vocal communication, meaning anyone can easily use it
to “get by” linguistically while visiting a foreign country without learning the entire language. With
practice, you will be 100 percent understandable to native speakers, which is your aim. One
disclaimer: this is not a grammar book, though it does address minute and essential grammar
rules. Therefore, understanding complex sentences with obscure words in Arabic is beyond the
scope of this book.People who have tried this method have been successful, and by the time
you finish this book, you will understand and be understood in basic conversational Arabic. This
is the best basis to learn not only the Arabic language but any language. This is an entirely
revolutionary, no-fail concept, and your ability to combine the pieces of the “language puzzle”
together will come with great ease, especially if you use this program prior to beginning an
Arabic class.This is the best program that was ever designed to teach the reader how to become
conversational. Other conversational programs will only teach you phrases. But this is the only
program that will teach you how to create your own sentences for the purpose of becoming
conversational.The Yemeni Arabic DialectThe official language of Yemen, for the estimated
twenty-seven million people living there, is Modern Standard Arabic, but Yemeni Arabic, which is
a cluster of varieties spoken in the country and in southwestern Saudi Arabia, Somalia, and
Djibouti, is unofficially used for daily communications. There are an estimated fifteen million
people that use Yemeni Arabic as their primary language.The dialect cluster is roughly divided
into three main groups, each with its own distinctive vocabulary and phonology. The most
important ones of these are San’ani, Ta’izzi-Adeni (also called South Yemeni Arabic or Djibouti
Arabic), and Hadhrami. The dialects correspond to the three major geographical zones of the
country. That is, San’ani corresponds to the regions of the capital San’a; Ta’izzi-Adeni to the
regions of Aden, the former capital of South Yemen; and Hadhrami to the regions in the inner
parts of the country. The Tihami dialect is also considered important and is similar to the majority
of Yemeni dialects.The dialects tend to have many features from Classical Arabic (used in
Umayyad and Abbasid literary texts, 7th to 9th century AD) not found across most of the Arabic-
speaking world and the cluster is, therefore, considered to be a conservative one.Two smaller



dialects, Gulf Arabic and Egyptian Arabic, have arrived in Yemen with modern migrations. There
are also non-Arabic languages indigenous to the region, which have developed from the Semitic
family.Spoken in:YemenMemorization Made EasyThere is no doubt the three hundred and fifty
words in my program are the required essentials in order to engage in quick and easy basic
conversation in any foreign language. However, some people may experience difficulty in the
memorization. For this reason, I created Memorization Made Easy. This memorization technique
will make this program so simple and fun that it’s unbelievable! I have spread the words over the
following twenty pages. Each page contains a vocabulary table of ten to fifteen words. Below
every vocabulary box, sentences are composed from the words on the page that you have just
studied. This aids greatly in memorization. Once you succeed in memorizing the first page, then
proceed to the second page. Upon completion of the second page, go back to the first and
review. Then proceed to the third page. After memorizing the third, go back to the first and
second and repeat. And so on. As you continue, begin to combine words and create your own
sentences in your head. Every time you proceed to the following page, you will notice words from
the previous pages will be present in those simple sentences as well, because repetition is one
of the most crucial aspects in learning any foreign language. Upon completion of your twenty
pages, congratulations, you have absorbed the required words and gained a basic, quick-and-
easy proficiency and you should now be able to create your own sentences and say anything
you wish in the Yemeni Arabic dialect. This is a crash course in conversational Arabic, and it
works!ARABIC PRONUNCIATIONSPLEASE MASTER THE FOLLOWING PAGE IN ARABIC
PRONUNCIATIONS PRIOR TO STARTING THE PROGRAMKha. For Middle Eastern languages
including Arabic, Hebrew, Farsi, Pashto, Urdu, Hindi, etc., and also German, to properly
pronounce the kh or ch is essential, for example, Khaled (a Muslim name) or Chanukah (a
Jewish holiday) or Nacht (“night” in German). The best way to describe kh or ch is to say “ka” or
“ha” while at the same time putting your tongue at the back of your throat and blowing air. It’s
pronounced similarly to the sound that you make when clearing your throat. Please remember
this whenever you come across any word containing a kh in this program.Ghayin. The Arabic gh
is equivalent to the “g” in English, but its pronunciation more closely resembles the French “r,”
rather than “g.” Pronounce it at the back of your throat. The sound is equivalent to what you
would make when gargling water. Gha is pronounced more as “rha,” rather than as “ga.” Ghada is
pronounced as “rhada.” In this program, the symbol for ghayin is gh, so keep your eyes
peeled.Aayin is pronounced as a’a, pronounced deep at the back of your throat. Rather similar
to the sound one would make when gagging. In the program, the symbol for aayin is a‘a, u‘u, o'o,
or i‘i.Ha is pronounced as “ha.” Pronunciation takes place deep at the back of your throat, and for
correct pronunciation, one must constrict the back of the throat and exhale air while
simultaneously saying “ha.” In the program, this strong h (“ha”) is emphasized whenever ha, ah,
hi, he, or hu is encountered.NOTE TO THE READERThe purpose of this book is merely to
enable you to communicate in the Yemeni Arabic dialect. In the program itself you may notice
that the composition of some of those sentences might sound rather clumsy. This is intentional.



These sentences were formulated in a specific way to serve two purposes: to facilitate the easy
memorization of the vocabulary and to teach you how to combine the words in order to form your
own sentences for quick and easy communication, rather than making complete literal sense in
the English language. So keep in mind that this is not a phrase book!As the title suggests, the
sole purpose of this program is for conversational use only. It is based on the mirror translation
technique. These sentences, as well as the translations are not incorrect, just a little clumsy.
Latin languages, Semitic languages, and Anglo-Germanic languages, as well as a few others,
are compatible with the mirror translation technique.Many users say that this method surpasses
any other known language learning technique that is currently out there on the market. Just stick
with the program and you will achieve wonders!Again, I wish to stress this program is by no
means, shape, or form a phrase book! The sole purpose of this book is to give you a
fundamental platform to enable you to connect certain words to become conversational. Please
also read the “Introduction” and the “About Me” section prior to commencing the program.In
order to succeed with my method, please start on the very first page of the program and fully
master one page at a time prior to proceeding to the next. Otherwise, you will overwhelm
yourself and fail. Please do not skip pages, nor start from the middle of the book.It is a myth that
certain people are born with the talent to learn a language, and this book disproves that myth.
With this method, anyone can learn a foreign language as long as he or she follows these
explicit directions:*Memorize the vocabulary on each page.*Follow that memorization by using a
notecard to cover the words you have just memorized and test yourself.*Then read the
sentences following that are created from the vocabulary bank that you just mastered.*Once
fully memorized, give yourself the green light to proceed to the next page.Again, if you proceed
to the following page without mastering the previous, you are guaranteed to gain nothing from
this book. If you follow the prescribed steps, you will realize just how effective and simplistic this
method is.The ProgramLet’s Begin! “Vocabulary” (Memorize the Vocabulary)I | I am – A’anaWith
you – (M)Ma'ak /maak – (F)MeishWith him / with her – (M)Ma-eh– (F) Ma'aahaWith us –
Ma'aanaFor you – (M) Lk – (F) LeshWithout him – Bdonh / men ghaerhWithout them –
Bdonhom / men ghaerohmAlways - Daymn /kol marreh/ kul saa’aWas – KanThis, this is -
HathaeIs, it's, it is – Ho hatha / ho dhaih /hatha hoSometimes – Bad alahean / ahean /zart
heenMaybe – YemknYou / you are - (M) A’ant / (F) a’antiAre you – A’ant / a’anti / hu ant /hu antiIs
it – (M) ho hatha – (F) hee hathahToday – AlyoumBetter – AhsanHe / he is - HoShe / she is -
HeeFrom - MenFrom where – Men aynhSentences composed from the vocabulary (now you
can speak the sentences and combine the words).This is for youHatha lk / leshI am from
YemenA’ana Men al-yamnAre you from Sana’a?A’ant / a’anti men san’aa’?I am with youA’ana
ma'ak / Me-ishSometimes you are with us at the mallBad alahean a’ant ma'ana fe almoolI am
always with herA’ana daymn Ma'aahaAre you without them today?A’ant Bdonhom alyoum?
Sometimes I am with himBad alahean a’ana ma-eh*In Arabic with the question “is it?”, the “it”
can pertain to either a masculine or feminine noun. However, whenever pertaining to a
masculine or feminine noun, it will become ho (m) / hee (f). For example, when referring to a



feminine noun such as sayaara (the car), “is it (the car in question) here?” / Hal hee hana? When
referring to a masculine noun such as kaleb (a dog), “is it (the dog in question) on the table?” /
Hal ho fawq elmasah?I was - Kont
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NZ, “If you're wanting to learn the Yemeni Arabic Dialect, this is a necessary tool!. I always felt
that I wanted to learn to speak Arabic in the Yemeni Dialect, because that's where my family is
from. Every tool I found teaches me the classical form of Arabic and I wanted to specifically learn
more about my family's culture by learning their dialect. When I found the books from this author,
I almost immediately purchased the Palestinian and Yemeni Dialects. This is an incredible tool to
use when learning Arabic, by the time you finish the book you will have an understanding of how
to have conversations with Yemeni Arabic speakers.”

GlendonLem, “Very easy to read and useful information. Read this once or twice and you are on
your way. Also great cheat sheet to take along. Extremely useful info”

gloria, “... many book available on Amazon to learn Yemeni Arabic happy that I found this. Not
many book available on Amazon to learn Yemeni Arabic happy that I found this.”

The book by Yatir Nitzany has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 12 people have provided feedback.
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